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LESSONS FROM EIJROPEAN IINION FUTURE TRANSPORT POLICIES

Senay oĞtJZTiMtlRl

Absıfacı - European Union (EL| commiıtees had been prepared policy programs for ıhe competiıiyeness and

sustainabiliry oJ Europ"o, lransport system_ By means of these palicies, EU has safer skies, seas, railwqıs,
wqrenl)ays İnj roodr. Besides, transporı seııices are cheaper and more effcienl, passenger righls haıe been

strengthened and ıransporı y)orkers enjoy a higher level of social protection- Bul recenlly tronsPorl iS al a
tranİıion poini. EtJ is facing new and formidable challenges like as reducing the greenhoııse gas emissions,

growing İemand and declining production of oil elc. On the olhar h.]nd, Turkey's national lrqnsporl PolicY'ias 
iıs7wn agenda. Improı,ing safety and security, financial sustainability eİc. This paper aims ıo el,aluate

European (Jnion,s policy programme and Turkey,s national agenda togelher and composed of ıu,o main

parıİ. Firsı parı consisıs of lhe survey regarding with the ELl transporlalion policies. Second part focuses on

national lranspori policies of Turkey.

Key words- European (Jııion, lraıısporl policies, Turkey

INTRODUCTION

Transport is a complex system that depends on multiple factors, including the pattem of human

settlemenİs and consumption, the orgaıization of production and üe availabiliry of infrastrucfure. Owing to

this complexiry, any intervention in üe tra,nsport sector must be based on a long_term vision foı the

sustainabİe mobility of people and goods, not least because policies of a structural chalacler take a long time

to implement and must be planned well in advance. That is why tıansport policies fol the nex1 ten years must

be baİed on a reflection on the future ofthe transpoıt system üat embraces also the following decades.

The present communication summarizes the results of this wide reflection. ]n the following section, recent

developments of the European Tlansport Policy (ETP) and outstanding issues have been mentioned. While
looking at future, identifoing trends in transport drivers and the likely challenges they could pose to societY.

Some İurrent intermediate policy objectives, which could be pursued to address the emerging challenges in

the tıansport sector, had been assessed. ln order to accommodate Turkey's National Transportation PolicY to

EU Traısportation Policies, all in 9ü Development Plaı, Medium Term Programme and TlaiısPort Master

Plan Strategry the basic principles of EU and global ftansPortation priorities had been mentioned.

EUROPEAN TRANSPORT POLICY IN THE RECENT PAST

Before looking at the fufuIe, it is useful to take Stock of developments in the lecent past- While it is too

early to fully assess the impact of a number of policy measures taken since 2000, a few indications can

n"rr".th"ü"r. be distilled from maıket trends and data. (4). The following section shows that the EuoPeaıl
TransPort Policy (ETP) has largely achieved üe objectives set out in the above mentioned strategic

documents, by substantially contlibuting to üe development of the Errropeaİı economy and its

competitiveness, by facilitating market opening and integration, by establishing high quality standards for

safeŞ, secuıity and passenger rights and by impıoving working conditions.
İıansport is an essential component of the European economy. The tlansport industry at large accounts

for about İ % ofGDp andforover5 Yo oflotal employment inthe EU. The ETP has contributed to a mobility

system that compaıes well in terms of efficiency and effectiveness with that of the economically most

advanc"d regions of the world. The ETP has assisted social and economic cohesion arıd pıomoted the

competitiveness of üe Europeaı industry [l] thereby contributing significantly to the Lisbon agenda for
growth and jobs.

Market opening has generally led to more efficiency and lower costs. This can be seen in air transport,

where the pro""r. İs more advanced. The EU is on its way to create a level playing field in the incıeasinglY

integIated tra,rsport market, but issues such as differences in ta-ration and subsidies still need to be addressed.

1 Dr. Scnay oğlıztimul., Yıldız Technica] University, Departrnent of City and Regiona] Plaİning Be şitlaş/istmbul Turkey,

e-mail: o quzimurs@f a]ıoo. com
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Trans-European transport networks (TEN-T) policy has much increased the coordination in the planning
of infrastrucfure projects by üe Member States. Progress in implementation has been substantial and about
one third of the necessary investments (ELrI{ 400 billion) in the TEN-T has been nıade. The extension of the
TENs to cover the new Member States, building on the investment already made prior to enlargement. Much
remains to be done, but the TENs have already gone a long way in linking EU markets and peoples [2].

Progıess has been achieved in ıeducing air pol]ution and road accidents. Air quality in European citiı:s has
significantly improved tfuough the application of ever-Strictel Euro emission standaIds, but moıe needs to be
done. In the maritime sector, marine pollution and maritime accidents were considerabIy reduced and tl e EU
has established one of the most advanced regulatory frameworks for safety aıd for pollution prevention lmost
recently with the third maritime safety package). In aviation, it has adopted a comprehensive Set of corrmon,
uniform aıd mandatory legislation covering all the key elements affecting safery.

Quality services foI tansport useIS have been promoted by Stfengthening passengeı rights. Legislatiıln on
aviation passengers' rights has been adopted and is ıow in force. On tl,ıe other hand, public transpoıt (bus and
rail) has been identified as one ofthe sectors where consumer satisfaction is the Iowest [3].

The social dimension of transport policy was strengthened also with lespect to transport workels.
Legislation on working time, the minimum level of training and mutual ıecognition of diplomas and
qualifications was introduced in collaboıation with the social partners - to improve working conditic ns in
road, rail and maritime transport.

The enerry efficiency oftranspoft is increasing, but the gains in efficiency have not been entirely devoted
to reducing overall fuel consumption and lıave not been enough to outweigh the larger traJısport volr]mes.
There has also been limited progress in shifting transport to more efficient modes, including throug]ı the
development of short sea shipping, alüough a certain rebalancing has taken place and the relative decli:ıe of
rail transport appeaıs to have stopped.

Transport did not reduce significantly its GHG intensi§ by switching to cleaner energy sources aıd iı; still
97 % dependent on lossil fuels, which has negative implications also lor the security of ener5, suıply.
Measures to improve fuel quality and a binding target of a l0 o% share of renewable enerry soufcü]s in
tlansport by 2020 have been adopted recently as paıt ofthe climate and enerry package [2].

EUROPEAN TRANSPORT POLICY TRENDS AND CIIALLENGES

This section describes trends in the main transport drivers up to the middle of the century and the re ated
challenges. It is difficult to aıticipate which of them will have the gleatest influence in shaping 1he futu:e of
transport.

Ageing: By 2060, the median age ofthe European population is projected to be more than 7 years higher
than today and the number ofpeople aged 65 or more is expected to represent 30 oZ ofthe population (noıv l7
%). Although above a certain age people generally travel less than when they were youngeı, aged peopLe of
today tend to travel mofe than their parents did. This tendency is expecled to continue and is reinforceJ by
impıoved health, more travelling options. An ageing socie§ will pay more emphasis on the provision of
public transport services involving a high level of perceived securib, and reliability, aıd which fezıtuıe
appropriate solutions for users with reduced mobility. A society with a higher ratio of older peop]e wi]l ıreed
to devote more public resources to pension payn]ents, health care and nursing.

Migration and internal mobility: Net migration to the EU rnight add 56 million peoplc to lhe [|lJ'S
population in the next five decades [4]. Migration could play an iınportant role in mitigating the effeııt of
ageing on the Iabour maıket. Migraıts, generally young aıd mainly living in urban areas, will further inteı:sify
Europe's ties rvith neighbouring regions, by creating cultural and economic Iinks wiıh their country of origin.
These links will entail mole movement ofpeople and goods. Mobility ofworkers is also expected to incrı:ase
with the gradual removal of administıative and legal barriers and further deepening ofthe intemal market.

Environmental challenges: Theıe is growing urgency for the transport sectoı to mitigate its negative
impact on the environment. The EU has recently adopted a climate arıd energy package that Sets a talget of
reducing GHG emission in the EU by 20 0/o with lespect to 1990. Transport has a key role to pIay in achieving
this goal. European Enviroıment Agency shows that many Euopeans still remain exposed to dangeroı,ısly
high levels of aiı and noise pollution. Transport itself will suffer from the effects of climate change and will
necessitate adaptation measures. Global warming resulting in a rising sea level will amplify the wlnerab lity
of coastal infıastructuıes, including ports. Extreme weather events would affect the safety of all mo,1es.
Droughts and floods will pose problems foı inlaıd waterways.
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Increasing scarcity of fossil fuels: In the coming decades, oil aıd other fossil fuels are expected to

become more expensive as demand increases and low cost sources dry up. The negative impact on üe
environment will be greater, as conventional sources a.re leplaced by more polluting supplies. At the same

time, the need to move to a low-carbon economy and the growing concems about enelry securify will bring

about a greatel supply of renewable enerry, made much cheaper by techrıological progress and mass

Production' 
trLA inwc§tmentc in ,ltern2tive enpı ':e oftheThe shift in relative prices will make investments in altemative energy Sources more attractıVe, ın spıt

high variability ofthose prices. The immediate consequence ofsuch traısformatİon will be the reduction in

the need to transport fossil fuels [2].
Urbanisation: Urbarıisation has been a clear trend in the past decades and is expected to continue, with

the proportion of the Euıopean population residing in urban areas increasing from'72 "/o in 2007 to 84 % in

2050 . The proximity of people aıd activities is a major source of advaİtages that ddve urbanisation.

However, in the past 50 years, üe growü of urban aıeas across Europe was even larger than that of the

resident population. This urban sprawl is the main challenge for urban taİısport, as it brings about a greater

need foİ individual fansport modes, thereby generating congestion and environmental problems. Urbarı

transport accounts for 40 Yo of CO2 emissions and 70 Yo of emissions of other pollutants arising from road

traısport [5] .

İongestion that is prevalent in agglomerations aıd in their access routes is the source of lalge costs in

terms of delays and higher fuel Aonsumption. As most freight and passenger tlansport stalts or ends in urban

areas, urban congestion also negatively impacts on inter-urban travel. While denser cities are better served by

collective modes of transport, the availability of land arıd public acceptability to construct new infrastructures

for public or altemative meanS oftransport will remain a great challenge.
Global trcnds affecting European transport poticy: Together with further deepening of the single

market, integration of the EU with neighbouring regions (eastem Europe, North Africa) and into the world

economy is likely to continue. Globalisation, enabled by trade liberalisation agleements and by revolutionary

developments in transport and communication technologies that have reduced distance aıd time barriers_

Although it may be temporarily halted by economic crises and geopolitical instability, the stlong economic

growth of many developing countries implies further globalisation. Transport outside Europe wİlI increase

much more thaı inside Europe arıd EU extemal trade. The world population is expected to exceed 9 billion by

2050. More people and greateı economic affluence mean more mobility and more transport. It is expected

1hat the nırmber of cars in the world will increase from around 700 million today to mole than 3 billion in
2050, creating serious sustainability problems unless there is a trarısition towalds lower and zeıo-emission

vehicles and a different concept of mobility is introduced.

EUROPEAN UNION POLICIES FOR SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT

The goal of the ETP iS to establish a sustainable transport System that meets society's cconomic, social

and environmental needs aıd is conducive to an inclusive socieÇ aıd a fully integrated arıd competitive

Europe [2]. The most immediate priorities appear to be the better integration of the different modes of
transport as a way to improve the overall eflıciency of üe system and the acceleration of the development of
innovative technologies - within an approach that always keeps the transport users and workers, with theiİ

needs and rights, at the centre of policymaking. Here are the policy objectives for sustainable transport:

. Quality transport that is safe and secure

. A well-maintained aıd fully integrated netwolk

. More enviıonmentally sustainable transport

. keeping the Eu at the folefront oftransport services and techıologies

. protecting and developing the human capital

. smart prices as traffic signals

. Improvingaccessibility
Whereas the previous section proposes the broad objectives for future transport policy, this section puts

forward some suggestions on how the available policy instruments could be activated to reach those goals and

respond to the sustaiıability challenge.
Infrastructure: maintenance, development and integration of modal networks: The optimal

functioning of the transport system requires full integration and interoperability of üe individual parts of üe
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netlvork, as well as interconrüection between diflerent (modal) networks. Crucial in achieving this result are
the nodes, which are the Iogistics centers ofthe netwoık and offef connectivity and choice for both ireiglıt and
passenger transport. lntermodal and transhipment platforms should be promoted aıd developed where tlıere is
a potential foı consolidation and optimization of passenger and freight flows.

WeIl-focused infrastrucfure expansion will help in avoiding congestion and time losses. In this respect,
inffastructure needs to be carefully planıed and prioritized with a view to optimize transport chains arıd the
overall transport network. In addition to the removal of bottleneck, it will be essential to identify green
corridors in oıder to reduce congestion and environmental pollution.

New infrastruçfure is costly and making the optimal use of eisting facilities can already achieve a lot
with more limited resources. This requires proper management, maintenaıce, upgrading and repair tıf the
large infrastructure netwolk that has so far given Europe a competitive advantage.

Due to Europe's long coastlinc and large number of ports, the ınaritime sector is a valuab]e alternat vc to
laıd transport. The full implementation of the Euıopean maritime space wiüout barriers and the maitime
transport Strategy lor 20]8 can make thc 'motorways ofthe sea' a reality and exp]oit the potential of intra-
Euıopearı short sea shipping.

Funding: finding the resources for sustainab|e transport: The transition towards a low_cırrbon
economy will impose a substantial overhaul of the transport system. This will require consideıable and well-
coordinated funding, but the necessary resources will be difficult to find: the cuıfent economic crisis is pııtting
public finances under pressure and is likeIy to be followed by a phase ofbudgetary consolidation.

Investment in transport inflastıuctuıe is mainly financed with public funds, which often also cover aıound
50 % of operating costs of public transport services. The use of public funding in addition to 'user_lıays'
sources is justified on the basis of wider socioeconornic benefits. These benefits should be assessed tkough
project appraisal methods progressively harmonized at EU level. Total infıastructule costs in road tlaıspcrt -that is fixed cost plus maintenance aıe estimated at about l .5 % of GDP.

The Commission proposed last yeaf a stepwise strategy for the internalization of external costs in all
transport modes, which contemplates, among otheı measures, üe inclusion of aviation in the EU emi;sion
trading scheme fıom 2012 aıd the intloduction of intemalization chaıges for heaıry goods vehicles. The
development oftechnolory will facilitate the future implementation ofthis strategy. Internalization charges to
complement revenues from enerry taxation are likeJy to be necessary in aııy event, since excise duties on oil
derivatives wil1 presumably decline with wider diffusion of vehicIes runıing on altemative sorırces of eneı,ry.

Technology: how to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon society and lead global innovariion:
Science and industry are already very active in searching out solutions for traıspoft safety, fuel dependency,
vehicle emissions and network congestion. In view of the abovementioned trends in world population arıd
global car ownership, theıe is a compelling need for a techıological shift towards ]ower and zero-emi: sion
vehicIes and for the development of alternative solutions for sustainable transport. Europe must pave ıhe way
to sustainable ınobiIity, wheıe possible providing solutions that are valid on a global scale and that can be
exported to other legions ofthe world.

The most impoltant policy instrument will probably be standaıd setting. The tlansition to a new and
integrated tlansport system will onJy be quick and successful if open standards aıd norms for new
infrastfuclure and vehiclcs and other necessary devices and equipment are introduced. The staıdard seııing
should aim at interoperable, safe and user-friendJy equipment. This is not only important for the internal
malket, but also to foster European staıdalds on an international scale.

Another policy instrument is to foster research & development expenditures towards sustainable mobili§,
for example through the European green cars initiative aıd joint technology initiatives. New transport systems
ar'ıd vehicle techıologies will have to be fiIst impIemented as demonstration projects, to assess their feasibility
and economic viability. Public intervention would also be needed at various stages of the development o1'the
infrastructule that Supports new vehic]es for electric transport or hydrogen distribution networks. Finally, state
aid rules will also be an important policy instrument to favour the development of new technologies anı] of
alternatiVe modes of ftansport.

The legislative framework: furtheı promoting market opening and fostering competition: The EU
has embarked on a market opening process which has already proved successful where more advaıced. lis a
result, a growing number of firms are active acloss national markets aırd different modes, which bent:fits
overall economic performance aıd employment in the EU. Partially open maIkets, however, carry the IiSk lhat
operators acting in protected environments subsidise their operations in liberalized maıkets.
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The completion of the intemal market with a strong enforcement of competition rules is essential. It

should also include administrative simplification aiming at reducing unnecessary burdens on transport

compaıies. on the basis of the achievements in the fields of air and road transport, new rules for opening uP

the markets coupled with effective enfolcement ofexisting legislation will be particularly important in the raiI

sector. At the same time, the regulatory framework needs to evolve towards harmonized environmental

obligations, cffective supervision, uniform protection of workers conditions and users' rights. The legislative

framework will need to make sure that competition not only takes place on a level playing field, but also does

not sacrifice safety arıd security standards, woıking conditions and the rights ofcustomers.
Behaviour: educate, inform and involve: Transport policies have a vcry direot impact on people's lives

and tend to be highly controversial: citizens should be given better information on the reasoning behind policy

decisions and on the available altematives. A better understanding of the challenges ahead is a precondition

for public acceptance of the Solutions. Greater public involvement in transport planning carı be ensured by

recoulse to participatory inStruments, namely open consuItations, surveys and stakeholdeıs'repreScntation in

decision processes. Tıansport workers and üe sectoral social partners should be informed aıd consulted on

the development, application and monitoring of transport policy aıd related measures, both at Sectoral and at

enterprise level.
Governance: effectiv€ and coordinated action: The trarısport system involves complex interactions

among political, economic, social and tecbnical factors. The sector can only thrive if policymakers are caPable

of providing sound plaıning, adequate funding and a proper regulatory framework fol market operatols.

This is a challenging task since it requires policy coordination between different bodies and at different

levels. The ETP is a particular case in point, its success depending to a large extent on how it is implemented

and complemented by measures decided at other levels of govemment. There are at least fwo areas in which

the benİfits of effective coordinated action, beyond what is currently done at EU level, are worth

emphasizing.
. Stqndqrds aı?d inleroDer bilitv. MaJ,y new technologies and legulatory plactices will develop in the nexta

few years to address transport challenges. Cooldination .,vil] be needed to ensure equipments' interoperabilitY

and to avoid the proliferation of different systems at national level, for example rules and standards for tolling,

fol ITS or for access to congested aıeas.
. The urban challense. For subsidiari ty İeasons, the EU ıole in regulating urban transport is liınited. on

the other hand, most transport Starts and ends in cities and interconıection-standaldisation issues do not stop

at cities. Coopelation at EU level can help urban authorities in making their tlansport systems more sustain

able.
The external dimension: the need for Europe to speak with one voice: The transport Sectol iS

increasingly intemational. The ETP needs therefore to project itself intemationally so to ensure further

integration with the neighboring countries and advance Europe's cconomic and environmental intercsts in tl'üe

global context. Closer economic integration and migration flows from neighbouring coı.ıntries and the African
continent will be one of the key challenges 1hat Europe will have to face in the future. International traısport
coopelation aiming at establishing the necessary intelconıection of the major transport axes of these regions

should be further promoted, helping in ensuring sustainable development.
Indeed, the development of the south east Europe core regional network as a precursor of the TEN-T is

crucial for the stability and economic prosperiŞ of south east Europe and will stengüen also üe links with

the carıdidate aıd potential caıdidate countries from the region-

TURKEY,S NATIONAL POLICY FRAMEWORK ON TRANSPORT POLICY

In order to accommodate Turkey's National Transportation Policy to EU Tlansportation Policies, all in 9ü

Development Plan, Medium Term Programme and Transport Master Plan Strategy the basic principles ofEIJ
and global tlansportation priorities had been mentioned. Following is respectively Tuıkey's National

framewoık [6]:
The 9th Development Plan (9th DP):
The 9th Development Pları which covers üe period of 2 007 -2013, is the major policy document of Turkey

which sets down the priorities of the Country in economic, social and cultural fields. While former

Development Plans covered a period of 5 years, the 9ü DP Development Plan (published on l July 2006 in

officiat Gazette) was elaborated for 7 years in the intelests of consistency with the timeframe of EU
budgeting and IPA programming. The 9ü DP sets out lıve development axes:
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. Incleasing the competitiveness,

. Increasingemployment,

. Empowering human capital and social solidaıity,

. Ensuring İegional development, aıd

. lncreasing quality and efficiency ofpublic services.
Among these axes which support the strategic aim of achieving economic grorıth and sccial develo1ıment

jn a sustainab|e way, transport is assessed under the developmeııt axis 'Increasing Compet;tive Power' 'fhe

strategİc goal for transport sector is defined as: 'Estqblishmeııt of rapid and safe traılsport inf,dslruclure thal
will increase the compelilive pou,er of lhe couııtry'. ln line with this strategic goal, gth DP puts foı,war,l four
thematic subjects for transport policy:

ı Establishment ofan Efficient Transport systenr
. [mproved safe§ and security
o Integration with Europe and Neighbouring Economies
. Environmental and Financial sustainabilify
Also, sectoral priorities are identified under each thematic subject. In summary, content of the se.toral

priorities; 9th DP mainly focuses on the imbalance among tıansport modes, the insufficiency of phvsical
inftastrucfuIe in rail and maritime transportation and the lack of safety in road traısport, partly, becaıse of
low physical standaIds.

Medium Term Programme 2007 - 2009
The Medium Term Programme covering the period of 2007-2009 has been formulated for the purpt,se of

incorporating public policies and directing associated resource allocation according to this ftame. With its
statement of coherent objectives, policies and priorities in various domains, the Medium Term Programme
contains major development axes and sectors alled with macro policies. The main aims of üe Medium 'ferm
Programme 2007_2009 are:

. Ensuring sustainable growth

. EnhancementofcompetitivenessofEnterprises

. Regional Development and Reducing Regional Disparities

. Improvement of physical infrastructure
The Medium Term Programme determines the main objective to be endorsed in transport policies as a

transport system that ensures a healthy balance among transport modes in line with üe needs ofthe ecorüomy
aırd social ]ife and the timely development of a transport infrastfuctuıe on which economic, safe and speed
transportation is realised in accordaıce with modem technolory and intemational regulation. The Progranme
specifies the transport priorities as the connection of the transpoıt network of Turkey with üe TEN-T, lbcus
on the railways and maritime transport modes in freight transport, intıoducing high-speed railway
traıSportation, improvement of ports aS logisticS centreS that caı realise combined transporta|ion;
en]ıancement of standards of highways and augmenting the tfaffic safety on all ftansportation m()des,
especially on the roads.

Transport Master Pıan Strategy
This pları was commissioned by the Ministry of Trarısport as an all-encompassing policy document that

would facilitate decisions on sound of future investment in 1he transport sector, better identi§ı priorities and
re-organise legal and institutional stuctures in the sector, . The document was pıoduced by distinguilıhed
academicians, in consultation wiü all relevant stakeholders and was completed by end 2005. The goal of
Turkish transport policy is set out in the Transport Master Plan Stratery as the provision of an interrupted,
safe and environmentally and user friendly tlansport service with quality standards having regard to the
economic and social deveiopment of the State and to the needs of national secuıity, and utilising moılem
technologies.

A primary objective of the project was to identi§ a strates/ for the transpof sector and to devı:lop
concrete and realisable proposals for the provision of a more balanced structufe for the transport sectof in
which serious imbalaıces existed among the tfansport modes. The Stratery observed that the road transport
markedly stood out in both freight and passenger ftansport lesulting not only in increased transport costs, but
also roads congestion aıd increases in road traffic accidents causing serious life and property losses. Policies
developed as a result of these aıalyses were as follows: focusing on combined transport, improving port
capacity with its hinterland; revitalising the railways through reStructuing the railway system, constructio.ı of
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new 1ailway lines, maintenance and renewal works, provision of new rolling stock, improvement in the

existing aıd future road accident black points. In this context, five strategies were presented as follows :

o Establishment ofan administrative structure that would secure the coordination ofrelevant instifutions
in each mode oftrarrsport fıonr one centıe

. prepaıation, implementation and updating ofnational strategic transport plan

. collection aıd update oftransport data
ı Addressing the problems on the financing oftraısport projects
. lncrease the efficiency oftraining activities in the field oftransport
Strategic Coherence Framework (SCF)
Stıategic Cohelence Framework (SCF) which is elaborated under the coordination of the Strategic

Coordinator, SPO and the contribution of all relevant Turkish authorities in conjunction wiü the guiding
documents and the proposals of the Commission, is the major umbrella document for the Operational
Programmes ofthe components ofRegional Development and Humarı Resources Development. As the major
strategic document of Turkey in the IPA process, SCF is designed in accordance with the priorities of Turkey
consistent with the pıioıities ofthe EU.

Thc overall objective of SCF is "To contribule baüh b lhe T'urkey's rıpproximation to the EU, rınd lo lhe
economic and social development of Turkey by reducing reğonal disparities and improving lhe human

re,sources" SCF puts forward three priority ares dealing with the problems of üe transport sector which also
embodies the main frame of the Top:

. Rehabilitation and/or new construction of future TEN-T railway network and

improvement/construction ofports as nodal and transit points in the TEN-T nefwork
. construction and improvement of highway network in conformity with TEN-T
. Technical Assistance for effective preparation, implementation, monitoıing and evaluation of the

operational programme aııdfor enhancemenı promolion and |iSibility ofthe aclivities.
The ToP Transport fully endorses the priorities of SCF in its own priority axes through the adoption of

special measures for the ıailways and ports, and establishment of their links with the TEN-T. At the Same

time, due to the extent of the financial resources allocated to üe ToP, a measrıre ror consıracıion and
improvemenl of highway neıw-ork in conformity with TEN-T could not be covered under the clırrent TC)P

Transpon under 2007 -2009 programming.

CONCLUSION

As found in the sectoral assessments in Turkey, the irnbalance aıı]ong transport modes causes many
disadvantages boü in social life and in the economy. Railways have low staıdards and navelling time by rail
is long, whereas air trarısport still tends to be expcnsive and airport access being troublesome. For these

reasons, road transport is perceived by the public to be the most convenient. The dominance of road in the

modal split a.nd accessibility ofthe road network influences public investment to focus on roads.

One of the measure of Strategic Coherence Framework is "to iınprove the transporlation infrastructure
considering safety and intermodality on future TEN-T Netwolk, while maintaining an efficient and a balanced
transportation System."

In line with the overall objective and taking into account the shortcomings and the needs of the transport
sector in Turkey, priorities have been set as follows: Improvement of railway infrastructure, improvement of
port infrastructuİe arıd techıical assistance.

In this context, again in line with the needs of the sector, the major policies of Turkey and the results of
TINA Turkey Study with a prioritised project pipeline (aıd availability of IPA funds), two measules are

Submitted under two priorities:
. New construction arıd./or rehabilitation of railway lines on future TEN-T railway network or in connection

with existing TEN-T
. New construction of ports on future TEN-T with necessafy multimodal hinteılarıd connections. In this

way, it would be possible to realise arıd expedite needed investments in both rail arıd maritime
infrastructure, and also reinforce the impact of the TOP by concentrated selection of measures aıd
projects.
Achievement of these priorities, will directly lead to ensure a sustainable supply chain for the trade

exchange between Turkey and Europe by means of the two modes of trarısport (railway and maritime), boü
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environmentally positive. Second]y, ensure üe integration of Turkey as a key element into the multi_modal
supply chains ofthe region the link betwecn the NeaI East, Middle East, Caucasian region and Europe. And
lastly, transform Turkey into a logistics node or hub for the multi-modal supply chains between Asia aıd
Europe as weJlas Asia aııd the Black Sea region.

For fıeight transpot, because of missing Jines and inefficient railway infrastructure, highwavs are
currently much pleferable, although railways aıe more economic and more environmental fri:ndly.
Construction of missing lines wi]l result in a stlong and common freight tıansport system.
Constructiorü-/implovement ofports as nodal and traısit points will also a considerable effect on decreasi;-ıg the
imbalance among modes and on increasing the economic competitiveness. lntermodal transport wil] improve
significantly with port hinterland connections. The pıiorities in the TOPwill upglade maritime tra]ısport
infrastructure, enhance existing port capacities arüd/or lead to the development of new hubs and large-scale
ports in Mediterranean, Aegean and Black Sea regions with their hinterlaıd connections within the cont;xt of
Motorways ofthe Sea concept.

For all these reasons, stlong railway infrastructure and port capacity are the prerequisites of a modern aıd
developed Turkey and a productive Asia-Europe corırrection. lntegration of the Turkish railway infrastnıcfure
with the TEN-T network aıd main corridors is of crucial importance for incrcasing Turkey's trade vtıIume
with Europe (and vice versa) and foı passenger transport in Turkey, which rvould also benefit Turkey's
competitiveness.
The coherence of TOP with other majoı policy docrrments is assured through the strategic priorities 5eing
defined in line with both Communi§ policies and national policies as expressed in the major strategy
documents - MIPD, White Papeı, CSG and the 9th NDP, Transport Master PIan Strates/ aıd SCF.

The overall objective of SCF is "To crınlribule 10 lhe ecoılomic and social developmeııt of Turkey bolh at
ııatioııal rıııd reğonal level by dinıinishing regional disparities and iııproving \he l1uünan resouı,ces". The
overall objective of the Regional Development component, in which TOP is sited, is "1o borısl Regional
Developmeııt of Turkey by reduciııg regional disparities, improving compeıitiveness and promotiııg
enyironmental aclion.\ oü,ıd İrcınsPort.].ioüx infl,qs ıructure " . More specifically, the main objective oi the
tlarüsportation sector in Turkey is to irnprove tlansport infrastructure considering safety and intermodaliy on
future TEN-T Netwoık of Turkey. The priorities of the trafisport sector in SCF, designed for 7 yea],s, to
achieve the above objective are : üe rehabilitation aıüor new construction of future TEN-T lailway netivork
and improvement of ports as nodal and transit points in TEN-T network, construction and improvement of
highway network in conformity with TEN-T and Techıical Assistaıce.
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